CCXP Worlds announces Vince Vaughn and Kathryn Newton as
their new guest stars
Universal Pictures panel will be held at the Thunder Arena with
the two main characters of “Freaky”, which will be coming to
theaters in Brazil on December 10th

São Paulo, November 11th, 2020 – CCXP Worlds and Universal Pictures proudly
announce that stars Vince Vaughn and Kathyrn Newton will attend an exclusive panel at
the Thunder Arena to talk about their upcoming movie, “Freaky”, which comes to
theaters in Brazil on December 10 to present audiences with a mixture of horror,
comedy and slasher movies by Blumhouse Productions. In 2020, CCXP Worlds will take
place on December 4-6 and will be an entirely virtual event. For further information and
check which other stars have been announced so far, visit www.ccxp.com.br.
As a film directed by Christopher Landon ("Happy Death Day"), Kathyrn Newton’s
character, Millie Kessler, is a depressed teenager trying to get through her last year of
high school when she suddenly becomes the new target of a serial killer known as “The
Blissfield Butcher”, played by Vince Vaughn. During the attack, a magic dagger causes
the victim and the serial killer to switch bodies, leaving Millie with only 24 hours left to
undo the curse, otherwise she would remain trapped in the form of a middle-aged
maniac forever.
Kathryn Newton is known for her roles in different movies and TV shows. The actress
has been part of HBO's award-winning “Big Little Lies” cast as Abigail, Reese
Witherspoon’s rebellious teenage daughter. Newton has also worked in two movies
which were nominated for both the Oscars and the Golden Globe: the hilarious films
“Lady Bird”, written and directed by Greta Gerwig, and the police drama “Three
Billboards Outside Ebbing, Missouri”, by director Martin McDonagh. In 2017, she
mentioned in Variety’s annual “Young Hollywood Impact Report” list.
Vince Vaughn is most surely a professional actor with several qualities and habilities. In
addition to being an actor, he is also a renowned comedian, producer and screenwriter
in the North-American movie industry. Some of his most recent work included the
character Freddy Funkhouser in the 10th season of HBO's “Curb Your Enthusiasm”. The
artist also worked in “Seberg” alongside Kristen Stewart, Anthony Mackie, and Jack
O’Connell. In 2016, he starred the World War II drama “Hacksaw Ridge”, which was
nominated for an Oscar in six categories and a Golden Globe in three. Other films in his
career include “Wedding Crashers”, “The Break-Up”, “Into The Wild”, “Couples Retreat”,
and “The Internship”.

How to attend CCXP Worlds
CCXP Worlds offers a Free Access ticket category, which only require visitors to register
on CCXP World’s website in order to have access to almost all areas of the event, except
for Thunder Arena, since it might feature exclusive content. So, if visitors wish to have
full access to these areas as well, they must purchase the Digital Experience Bundle
(Price: BRL 35.00). This bundle contains a virtual badge (sent via e-mail), exclusive
website features, access to workshops and masterclasses, as well as access to CCXP21’s
tickets pre-order.
For those who wish to experience the event the best they can, we can offer the Home
Experience Bundle (Price: BRL 35.00 + Shipping: BRL 21.00), which includes a special
collection of physical goodies, such a special edition badge, alongside a badge holder, a
door tag, a pin, and few stickers. There’s also the Epic Experience Bundle (Price: R$
450.00 + Shipping: RS 21.00) for those who wish to live this experience to its fullest. It
consists of special set of physical items: an official badge and products from CCXP’s
official store, including two badge holders, a door tag, a pin, stickers, a popcorn bucket,
a T-shirt, a glass, a sweatshirt, a cap, and a poster. These visitors will also receive a
special discount on CCXP21’s tickets as well as the opportunity of purchasing exclusive
collectibles by Iron Studios.
About CCXP Worlds: A Journey of Hope

In 2019, the festival featured over 282,000 visitors, breaking record audiences and
establishing itself once again as the world’s largest pop culture festival. In 2020, CCXP
Worlds: A Journey of Hope, a special edition of the event, will take place digitally at the
homes of millions of fans all around the world between December 4-6. More info at
www.ccxp.com.br
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